Departmental Committee Assignments
2018–2019, Winter

Steering Committee
László Lipták, Chair
Harvey Qu
Fiki Shillor
Dorin Drignei
Kevin Andrews
Anna Spagnuolo (1st year of 2-year term)
Eddie Cheng (1-year term)

Personnel Committee
László Lipták, Chair
Eddie Cheng (2nd year of 2-year term)
Harvey Qu (2nd year of 2-year term)
Anna Spagnuolo (1st year of 2-year term)
Kevin Andrews (1st year of 2-year term)

Committee on Graduate Programs
Fiki Shillor, Chair
László Lipták
Gary McDonald
Theo Ogunyemi
Tony Shaska
Nghia Tran

Committee on Undergraduate Programs (CUP)
Dorin Drignei, Chair
Darrell Schmidt
Harvey Qu
Baruch Cahlon
Subbaiah Perla
Wendy Zhang
Paul Weinberg (Ed. Sch.)
Ron Tracy (SBA)

Scholarly Activities
Kevin Andrews, Chair
Library Coordinator
Steve Wright

Colloquium Committee
Li Li, Chair
Charles Cheng (Winter)
Ravi Khattree (Fall)
Theo Ogunyemi
Nghia Tran

Computer Committee
Serge Kruk, Chair
Ayçil Çesmeioğlu (Winter)
Li Li
Peter Shi (Winter)
Dan Steffy
Harvey Qu

Instructional Supervision Committee
Harvey Qu, Chair
Baruch Cahlon
Charles Cheng
Ravi Khattree (Fall)
Serge Kruk
Mike Lawlor
Theo Ogunyemi
Subbaiah Perla
Tony Shaska
Peter Shi (Winter)
Steve Wright
Wendy Zhang

Undergraduate Adviser
Darrell Schmidt, Chief Adviser
Eddie Cheng
Darrell Schmidt – Math Club
Harvey Qu – Actuarial Club

Graduate Adviser
Fiki Shillor, Chief Adviser
Theo Ogunyemi
Eddie Cheng

Liaisons
Fiki Shillor – SECS
Darrell Schmidt – SHES
Harvey Qu – SBA
Darrell Schmidt – The Tutoring Center
Dan Steffy – MAA

Secondary Ed Council (STEP) Rep
Darrell Schmidt

Grader Coordinator
Harvey Qu

Putnam Coach
Darrell Schmidt

College Assembly Rep
Kevin Andrews (Winter 2019)

Handbook Update
László Lipták
Steve Wright

Industrial Advisory Committee Coordinator
Gary McDonald
Dorin Drignei

Salary Advisory Committee
László Lipták, Chair
Kevin Andrews (Jan 18–Jan 20)
Eddie Cheng (Jan 18–Jan 20)
Harvey Qu (Jan 19–Jan 21)
Darrell Schmidt (Jan 19–Jan 21)
Dorin Drignei, alternate (Jan 19–Jan 20)

Actuarial Science Management Committee
Ron Tracy (director)
Harvey Qu
Darrell Schmidt

AAUP Advisory Forum Representatives
Eddie Cheng
László Lipták

AUFD Representative
Eddie Cheng
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